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ABSTRACT
Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) has emerged as a key topic of interest in the Systems
Engineering (SE) community. With this emergence, research has been directed towards studying
the application of MBSE to various concepts, processes, and issues. One such concept is how to
incorporate human systems integration into model-based systems engineering practice. This paper
will look at where the status of this research stands and evaluate the possibility of applying human
systems integration (HSI) modeling methods to model-based systems engineering processes in
practice.
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CHAPTER 1
1.

INTRODUCTION

Many complex systems have failed due to neglect in addressing human interaction with the system
[1]. Systems engineering is a discipline that aims to reduce error in system design and increase
system fidelity throughout the design lifecycle. While current systems engineering practice does
address human-system interaction, these efforts seem inadequately applied during system
development. One reason for this, is that human-system interaction studies are not taught to general
engineers. Not accounting for human-system interaction leads to system redesign, system failure,
and increased cost [2]. There is not currently a unified front towards implementation processes for
human-systems integration. However, research has been done in developing ontologies [3] and
processes to expand current systems engineering and model-based systems engineering (MBSE)
approaches to better address human-systems integration (HSI).
1.1.

Importance

Systems are facing increasing design considerations, demands, and requirements. Technology is
evolving rapidly, and human-system interfaces are more complex than ever before. Amid this rapid
technology development, systems are facing increasing complexity, higher costs, and increasing
development times. Disciplines such as software development have adopted new processes such
as ‘AGILE’ development to better address the effects of demand increase during system design
[4]. However, human integration processes during system planning and design have not received
the same level of research and implementation. The field of Human-Systems Integration was
introduced in the early 1960s to address deficiencies in human considerations during the system
design process.
Through the implementation and study of projects like MANPRINT, “The economic advantages
and tactical edge provided by properly configured human-technology interfaces are well
documented in modern acquisition.” [2].
Failures to adequately address human integration considerations have been documented in HSI
literature. “When the design of human-technology interaction is neglected, results can range from
costly to catastrophic. In complex systems such as ships or aircraft, engineering changes that would
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require mere keystrokes in early design phases become multi-million dollar engineering changes
once systems are fielded. Worse yet, poorly configured human-technology interfaces can result in
equipment loss, injuries or fatalities that may have otherwise been prevented.” [2].
These mistakes are not something of the past and some have even happened very recently. One
prime example of a project that suffered severe damage due to cut corners in HSI is that of the
Boeing 737 MAX. Just over a year after the 737 MAX entered revenue passenger service, within
5 months in 2019, two new aircraft crashed. The crashes both occurred shortly after takeoff and
killed a total of 346 people. The cause was discovered to be a new software system called the
Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS). In later reports it was documented
that Boeing had known during testing that “if pilots took more than 10 seconds to identify and
respond to a “stabilizer runaway” … the result would be catastrophic.” [5]. A foremost requirement
that had been levied on 737 MAX production was that pilots already certified for a previous model,
the 737 NG would not need training to transition to the 737 MAX. In the end, “Boeing’s economic
incentives affected the company’s transparency with the FAA, customers, and 737 MAX pilots
regarding pilot training requirements.”. Boeing allowed economic factors to outweigh a known
risk posed by an issue with human-system integration, ultimately resulting in catastrophic
consequences. Additionally, the FAA states that “Historically, twenty percent of all accidents are
caused by a machine failure, and eighty percent by human factors.” [6]. This is further expressed
in the figure shown below as Figure 1:
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Figure 1: Aviation Accidents: Statistical graph showing that 80 percent of all aviation accidents are
caused by human factors (FAA-H-8083-30A, 2018, Figure 14-36, pg 14-32)

Research shows that, “Measured across the lifecycle of these systems, cost savings associated with
HSI have been quantified in the billions of dollars.” [2]. Despite these cost savings and extreme
negative repercussions, many programs and projects still fail to thoroughly address the human
aspect of the system. Some reasons behind this poor implementation include a lacking general
understanding of the scope and implementation of HSI processes among engineering team project
members.
Research has been done introducing applications for SE-HSI including; modelling and trackable
metrics. Most of the HSI modelling effort has been performed in HSI specific tools. The goal of
this thesis is to propose a method to integrate HSI modelling and metrics into current systems
engineering lifecycle modelling practices with the use of MBSE. Current definitions and practices
will be introduced and discussed. Integration and research efforts will be introduced and discussed.
A method for ‘bridging the gap’ between current SE modelling efforts and HSI modelling efforts
will be explored. Following the introduction of this method, there will be discussion of the
feasibility of integrating this method into current SE lifecycles and practice.
1.2.

Introduction to Systems Engineering & Human Integration

Many people have heard the terms systems engineering and human factors. However, human
systems integration is a lesser known topic. This section will introduce the current concepts of
systems engineering, model-based systems engineering, and human systems integration. It should
be noted that while specific definitions vary, these definitions are generally accepted in the systems
engineering community.
1.2.1.

Current systems engineering practice

Systems are facing growing demands: “… today’s systems are expected to perform at levels
undreamed of a generation ago. Competitive pressures demand that the systems leverage
technological advances to provide continuously increasing capability at reduced costs and within
shorter delivery cycles.” [7]. Amidst this era of increased technical demands, it is recognized that
systems cannot be treated as independent entities. Systems must incorporate a broader range of
3

factors during systems design- including people. “The interconnectivity among systems also places
increased demands on systems. Systems can no longer be treated as stand-alone, but behave as part
of a larger whole that includes other systems as well as humans. Systems are expected to support
many different uses as part of an interconnected system of systems (SoS).” [7].
As part of the SoS mindset, to address the whole system, “systems engineering requires
participation from many engineering and non-engineering desciplines.” [7]. These participants
must have an idea of the end system goals, system lifecycle goals, and an understanding of
specialty engineering domains- notably, human factors.
The NASA systems engineering handbook identifies human factors as a necessary discipline in
the systems engineering process [15]. Additionally, the handbook calls generally, for the inclusion
of a Human Systems Integration plan amongst project deliverables. However, “Many times,
System Architects focus on developing the System or Product hardware and software and treat
human factors as as an afterthought after the design is complete when User’s manuals are being
finalized.” [8]. One key contributor to this occurrence is poor human factors training and
communication during system development [3].
1.2.2.

What is model-based systems engineering?

Model-based systems engineering is a current effort by the systems engineering community to
move document-based system development to model-based system development. Where a model
can represent as little or as much of the system as is feasible and applicable in implementation. In
a model, systems can be expressed as ‘integrated system models’ that represent much, if not all of
the system. These models provide the capability to cohesively and consistently define and trace
requirements to the system design. This traceability can extend from a functional level to the
integration of math and simulation software for integrated analysis. Additionally, documentation,
tables, and other traditionally desired artifacts can be generated from the model. This model-based
approach can “result in enhanced specification and design quality, reuse of system specification
and design artifacts, and communications among the development team”. [7].
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The advantages of MBSE could potentially include “Increased productivity; Faster impact analysis
of requirements and design changes, more effective exploration of trade-space, reuse of existing
models to support design evolution, reduced errors and time during integration and testing, and
automated document generation” [7].
Model-based systems engineering is a methodology. To implement model-based systems
engineering, a modelling language must be used. The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) is a
widely used language for MBSE. This language “supports the practice of model-based systems
engineering (MBSE) that is used to develop system solutions in response to complex and often
technologically challenging problems” [7]. There is extensive documentation on this language in
texts such as A Practical Guide to SysML: The Systems Modeling Language by Friedenthal,
Moore, and Steiner [Friedenthal] and it is well known as an extension of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML). For this reason, the implementation of MBSE using SysML will be discussed
towards to goal of expanding applications of MBSE to incorporate HSI modelling.

1.2.3.

What is human factors?

Human Factors was an established field in the United States by 1960. Human factors emerged to
“address the needs and challenges addressing human considerations into System Design” [8].
Charles Wasson, author of Systems Engineering Analysis, defines human factors as “Applying
human capabilities and limitations as constraints to equipment design, tasking, and operating
environment conditions” [8]. However, as the machine-human interface developed, and when
human interactions became recognized as a key element of design, an extension of human factors
was created. This extension, human factors engineering, was created to address human engineering
considerations during design [8].
1.2.4.

What is HSI?

HSI is a discipline that intends to wholly represent human interaction with a system. HSI has a
variety of domains and “Includes the integrated and comprehensive analysis, design and
assessment of requirements, concepts and resources for system manpower, personnel, training,
safety and occupational health, habitability, personnel survivability, and human factors
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engineering.” [9]. “HSI is more than human factors, human-computer interaction, or systems
engineering. It is a technical and managerial set of processes that involves the consideration and
integration of multiple domains. In addition, HSI involves complexity analysis and organization
design and management.” [10].
“A limitation of current HSI modeling tools is that they are independent of the architecture process
and the decision-making in conceptual design of the system. Engineers using these types of tools
and methodologies usually tend to integrate themselves into the engineering process after the
architecture is already set. With this approach, any major design decision can potentially have huge
monetary ramifications.” [11].
1.3.

Research Scope

This research aims to investigate the relationship between HSI and MBSE. There has been
recognition of HSI as an important aspect of Systems Engineering. However, MBSE
methodologies fail to incorporate HSI modelling and considerations throughout the design
lifecycle. With the emergence of MBSE, the potential of incorporating HSI modelling techniques
into Systems modelling techniques will be explored. This integration could serve to lessen the gap
existing in current HSI in Systems Engineering. The establishment of the possibility of integrated
SE and HSI modelling could pose an opportune research investment for the systems engineering
community.
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CHAPTER 2
2.

HSI & SE IN PRACTICE

Human Systems Integration and Systems Engineering practice both have established guidelines
for execution. The general systems engineering process consists of a lifecycle with many
guidelines, deliverables, and recommendations. Among these recommendations are human factors
considerations. Human systems integration is a recognized discipline with many subsets, including
human factors, that is best implemented as part of a systems engineering process. Human systems
integration has its own guidelines, and recommendations for implementation. Additionally, both
HSI and SE have an emerging set of modelling practices. This section will introduce how systems
engineering practice currently addresses human integration, considerations of the HSI practice,
and current modeling practice in both fields.
2.1.

Traditional SE Processes and HF

The traditional SE process calls for the integration of human factors in system development
throughout the system lifecycle. However, “Even when regulations require HSI Plans as part of
the system acquisition process, process reviews within the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
indicate a failure in making and implementing these plans (cf. DoD, 1994)”. [User-Centered
Systems Engineering Framework, Lee Scott Ehrhart and Andrew P Sage]. Additionally, the
difference between human factors and human systems integration is not well known. The poor
understanding of these disciplines poses a roadblock to effective implementation of their processes
and principles [3]. Figure 2 [8], shown below, displays how HSI applies to the traditional systems
engineering ‘V’ method of development.
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Figure 2: ‘Human System Integration (HSI) Application to V-Model System Development’ (Charles
Wasson Systems Engineering Analysis Fig. 24.4 pg 493)

As shown in Figure 2, in current SE process, the human is introduced to the system as a ‘user’.
User stories, use cases (UCs), and scenarios are created. These then drive the development of
human factors standards, human characteristics, and user’s manuals. However, further human
engineering applications are not addressed.
Recognizing further considerations are not addressed, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) created the NATO RTO HFM 155 human view workshop to examine ways the human
could be better represented as part of the system. “Human views were intended to expand the
NATO architectural framework (NAF) by documenting unique implications of humans for system
design. …However, its focus is to make acquisition decisions regarding enterprise personell.” [11].
Additionally, IDEF 8 was created in an attempt to address HSI during the systems lifecycle.
However, IDEF 8 proved to be too low-level in HSI applications and applied limited aspects of
HIS [11].
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2.2.

HSI in Practice

Human systems integration is a discipline that addresses human engineering, personnel, training,
safety, hazards, survivability, and habitability. These aspects of HSI are integrated into the SE
process and become documents and standards. As HSI is recognized as an important aspect of the
SE lifecycle, researchers have attempted to develop metrics that intend to better define HSI
development within a system.
International SE standard ISO 15288 states that “humans are considered as users and as elements
of a system.” [13]. Current HF modelling “revolves around human performance modeling using
task networks”. [11]. Various tools have been developed and explored for use in modelling human
factors within systems however, “A limitation of current HSI modeling tools is that they are
independent of the architecture process and the decision-making in conceptual design of the
system.” [11].
One method of SE HSI application was explored as an extension of the NASA/DoD Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) scale, Systems Readiness Levels (SRL) and Integration Readiness Levels
(IRL). The premise of this method is that “Through examination of the Human Readiness Levels
(HRL) scale and the System for Human Factors Readiness Evaluation (SHARE)” [2] an HSI SE
integrated framework could be developed. The method suggests a Figure of Merit (FOM) for each
HSI domain. From there, a ‘Total System Performance Implication (TSPI)’ scale was employed
to evaluate system ‘performance’ with respect to the HSI FOMs. A process was outlined for
applying HSI considerations throughout the system lifecycle, this method was called CHIEF, the
Comprehensive Human Integration Evaluation Framework [2].

2.3.

MBSE & Human Integration

Traditional systems engineering practice calls for HSI to be defined by; users, use cases, system
performance specification, human factors standards, human characteristics, training, and user
manuals (Figure 2), current MBSE practice seems to only address the initial portion, users and use
cases. One view help is that, “To truly integrate HSI into the architecting process and the rest of
the engineering process, new semantics are needed to ease the integration of engineering
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methodologies as well as assuring meaningful communications between the engineering
disciplines.” [3].
In current MBSE practice human interaction with the system is limited to user relationships. Users
are modelled as an interaction with the system, as actors, in use cases: “The users of a system are
described by actors, which may represent external systems or humans who interact with the
system…An actor is used to represent the role of a human, an organization, or any external system
that participates in the use of some system. Actors may interact directly with the system or
indirectly through other actors.” [7].
MBSE researchers have proposed the idea of an HSI Ontology to further define how MBSE
practice can better address human-system interaction [3]. This ontology was designed to extend
the current usage of SysML with an HSI profile composed of viewpoints to allow direct integration
of HSI methods and processes within the system model. A visual of this HSI Ontology was
provided and is shown here in Figure 3. The developed HSI Ontology addresses the domains of
HSI within the existing pillars of SysML. The existing pillars of SysML are structure, behavior,
requirements, and parametrics. This ontology extends the usage of these pillars to address the
human. Two additional categories are added at the top level of the ontology as well, a ‘Human
Agent’ category addressing roles and skills, and a ‘Mechanisms’ category addressing ‘Human
System Verification, Limitations, and Human System Integration Procedures’.

Figure 3: ‘HSI Top Level Ontology’ ([3] Fig. 3)
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CHAPTER 3
3.

EXPANDING THE USE OF MBSE IN HSI

Two approaches to better addressing HSI within the systems engineering lifecycle were outlined
(CHIEF, and the MBSE HSI Ontology). Both approaches share the same goal of bringing more
attention and direction to HSI activities throughout system design. While the HSI Ontology
proposes a method to incorporate HSI modeling into systems modelling, “A descriptive model
describes the domain it represents in a manner that can be interpreted by humans as well as
computers.” [7]. Through application of this HSI Ontology and implementation of performance
metrics for progress tracking, like those used in the CHIEF method, it may be possible to create
an integrated system model that satisfies the desires of system architects and managers.
3.1.

Extending MBSE Usage in HSI Modelling

In order to incorporate system-level performance tracking into MBSE using the HSI Ontology,
FOMs would have to be created that align with the ontology usage of the project. Additionally,
these FOMs would have to be parametrized and rolled up into a Performance tracing metric to
evaluate at the system level. “A SysML model can include critical properties that are monitored
throughout the design process. Typical properties may include performance properties, such as
latency, physical properties (e.g., weight), and other properties (e.g., reliability and cost). These
properties can be monitored using standard technical performance measurement (TPM)
techniques. The model can also include parametric relationships among the properties that indicate
how they may be impacted as a result of design decisions.” [7].
3.2.

Challenges to Implementation

It should be noted however, that while MBSE does have the potential to realize a fully integrated
system model (including HSI considerations), there are some obstacles to implementation. First
the implementation of MBSE usually requires the creation of a system model which requires
proficiency in both the model’s language, usually SysML, and the software tool used, No Magic’s
Cameo or IBM’s Rhapsody for example. Needing to be proficient would mean having to train
current systems engineers and might steepen the learning curve for new hires. This necessitates a
significant time investment prior to being able to effectively develop a system model.
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The software development industry has encountered similar issues in software modeling and
resolved them through methodologies and tools such as Agile software development: “…agile
methods aim to answer a need to develop software quickly, in an environment of rapidly changing
requirements.” [4]. Similar approaches are, and will need to be developed for systems modeling
[14].
More research is needed in best practice for MBSE implementation. It may not be necessary or
effective for every project to have an integrated system model. Projects may find the most effective
use of MBSE tailored to a smaller scale of implementation. Additionally, modelling software itself
can pose some challenges. Different types of MBSE software, the cost of software, and the training
to use it are factors that cannot be ignored. Also, current modelling software’s do not communicate
well with each other, and many have poor documentation or tiered support services. Additionally,
if a project involves many contractors and/or organizational boundaries, concessions may have to
be made in development of an integrated system model.
3.3.

Potential Benefits

While there are challenges to implementing MBSE, there are also bennefits. MBSE allows the
capability to unify system architecting in a singular environment, allowing consistent traceability
of system artifacts. Additionally, successful integration of HSI modelling methods and processes
could potentially help reduce the risk of a system design that fails to adequately address human
considerations.
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CHAPTER 4
4.
4.1.

CONCLUSION
Conclusions

The status of research regarding HSI in the SE lifecycle and MBSE development was discussed.
This discussion emphasized the importance of properly addressing HSI considerations during the
design process and shortcomings of current methods. Two methods to HSI integration were
discussed and a process involving a combination of these two methods was proposed as a
possibility towards better integrating HSI modelling practice into MBSE practice in a way that
appeals to model users and stakeholders. The establishment of a method to better integrate HSI
into MBSE practice could serve to reduce the likelihood of human factors related failures and
associated costs.
4.2.

Future Work

More research needs to be dedicated to testing the implementation and usage of an extended MBSE
methodology incorporating HSI considerations like the one discussed in this paper. Future work
should involve a clearer methodology, and a case study for analysis.
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